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Good morning. It is my honor to be here today to present the
Executive Budget for the 2019-2021 biennium.
Let me begin by welcoming the members of the 66th Legislative
Assembly, Justices of the Supreme Court, Lieutenant Governor Brent
Sanford, elected officials, cabinet leaders, state team members, First Lady
Kathryn Helgaas Burgum and fellow North Dakotans.
As we speak, in Washington, D.C., leaders and citizens are gathered
to celebrate the life of President George H.W. Bush, a dedicated public
servant, decorated World War II Navy pilot and true American statesman.
In honor of his life and legacy, I ask that we join together in a moment of
silence. [Pause] Thank you.
We are especially grateful for, and humbled by, the front-line
members of Team North Dakota who dedicate themselves to delivering on
our administration’s purpose: to Empower People, Improve Lives and
Inspire Success.
Serving the citizens of North Dakota is an honor for all of us. We
are grateful for our committed legislators, who return here to the important
work of creating laws and setting budgets.
And we extend gratitude to the leadership and analysts in the
Office of Management and Budget, cabinet leaders and team, Governor’s

This budget also expresses our gratitude for those who make
North Dakota a great place to live: educators, first responders and law
enforcement, public servants, business leaders, health care providers,
farmers and ranchers, energy workers, our youth – and especially our
veterans and active duty military service members, including those North
Dakota National Guard members who are currently deployed around the
world defending our freedoms. I would ask that any active or retired
military personnel please stand and be recognized. [Applause]
Our budget includes several proposals that reflect the gratitude we
have for our military service members:
• First, to honor their service, promote workforce participation in
North Dakota after retirement, and to improve our
competitiveness for federal military investments, we propose a 100
percent state income tax exemption on military retirement pay for
members of the U.S. Armed Forces, National Guard, and Reserve.
• Second, we recommend fully funding our National Guard Tuition
Assistance Program. Our Guard members are investing in the
protection of our state and nation, and we will invest in them.
• Finally, we are proposing $15 million be dedicated to expanding
our National Guard training range at Camp Grafton South. This
investment will create long-term savings by keeping our troops
training in-state, generate revenue by bringing in out-of-state
service members, and ensure readiness for all soldiers who stand in
harm’s way for us.
STRUCTURALLY BALANCED, SPENDING RESPONSIBLY
From 2009 to 2014, our gross domestic product outpaced the rest
of the nation as we grew at an unprecedented rate of 13 percent per year.
From 2014 to 2016 we saw a significant decline in GDP, but in 2017 North
Dakota’s GDP returned to growth.
The collapse of commodity prices in both energy and agriculture
last biennium meant making hard choices. Working together with the
Legislature, we reduced the general fund budget by an unprecedented $1.7
billion. This did not come easily. Team members absorbed the work of
others and went without pay increases. Programs ran lean. We got by, using

one-time funding sources and transfers to balance revenues with
expenditures.

asked to identify work they could stop doing, to free up people and
financial resources that could be reinvested in priorities.

We recognize volatility creates challenges for our budget. Typically,
over 40 percent of our general fund comes from sales taxes. When the
commodity markets dropped, we found economic activity that drives sales
tax revenue also dropped, reinforcing the need to budget conservatively.

These are difficult tradeoffs. But the ideas generated in these
sessions identified more than $107 million in general fund savings, and $101
million was strategically prioritized for new and ongoing initiatives.
This budget balances ongoing revenues and expenses and builds
our reserves, while strategically investing in our economy, our workforce
and the well-being of our people.

Thankfully, prior legislative bodies had the foresight to set aside
substantial rainy-day savings to help us through periods of extreme volatility
of our tax revenues. The Budget Stabilization Fund was most recently
utilized in the 2015-2017 biennium, and it was drained at the beginning of
the current biennium.

The budget promotes responsible stewardship of our financial
resources, encourages innovation and invests strategically – all without
raising taxes.

This executive budget is more transparent in the use of oil revenues
to fund ongoing expenses. In past budgets, oil-derived revenue has been
transferred into the general fund without fully recognizing its source.
Bypassing these transfers will provide a clearer picture.

This biennium, we must return to matching ongoing spending with
ongoing revenues to achieve structural balance in the general fund.
By law, we must have a balanced budget. However, ongoing
revenues have not always covered ongoing expenses. In this budget, we are
intentional about ensuring that ongoing expenses match our ongoing
revenues. The last two bienniums had substantial general fund revenue
shortfalls that were covered by transfers.

We propose using $1 billion in oil tax revenues to directly support
general fund expenditures. This amount represents 20 percent of general
fund revenues, which is a lower amount and percentage than the 2015-17
biennium, when over $1.1 billion in oil revenue was used. The $1 billion of
general fund oil tax revenue is a conservative and sustainable amount; when
prices crashed during the 2015-17 biennium, the state still collected $2.9
billion in oil tax revenue. For the upcoming biennium, this recommended
oil tax revenue for the general fund represents approximately one-fifth of
forecasted oil tax revenues.

This imbalance between our ongoing general fund revenues and
expenses negatively affects our state’s bond rating, which can have
secondary effects on the many local political subdivisions that bond.
North Dakotans balance their checking accounts – so too should
state government.

Working as one, we engaged in reinventing our budgeting approach
to include a comprehensive strategy review process. Under this new
framework, strategy drove budget, versus budget driving strategy.

The Executive Budget proposes $14.3 billion in overall revenues
and expenditures. This includes $4.6 billion in ongoing general fund
revenue and $300 million of Legacy Fund earnings. Legacy earnings by law
must be deposited in the general fund. Not a single dollar of Legacy Fund
principal is spent in this budget.

Beginning last spring we conducted 57 strategy reviews with
institutions and agencies, and from this foundation we have prepared a
strategic budget that delivers for the people of North Dakota.
Taking a critical look at prioritizing state expenditures, we called
for base budget reductions of 5 to 10 percent, depending on agency size.
We also asked agencies to reduce FTE levels by 5 percent. Agencies were

Additionally, $3.7 billion in federal funds and $5.6 billion in special
funds make up the remainder of our overall funding sources.
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Overall, expenditures of $3.2 billion will support Team North
Dakota through salary and benefit investments, $2.6 billion will fund
operating expenses, and nearly half – $7 billion – will be distributed through
formulas and grants to areas such as K-12 education, Medicaid and essential
infrastructure, directly benefiting citizens and political subdivisions. The
remaining $1.5 billion allows for significant and game-changing, long-term
investments in capital assets.

As we just saw last biennium, extreme revenue volatility consumed
our entire rainy-day fund.
A fully replenished rainy-day fund is essential for risk management.
And it is a safeguard for our citizens who rely on us for essential services.
We have made a solemn contract with every retired state team
member and all future retirees who participate in our state pension. And
today, we face an unfunded pension liability estimated at over $1 billion.

In sum, nearly 70 percent of our total budget goes to support
health and human services and education. Within the general fund, these
services make up nearly 80 percent of the recommended appropriation.

To guarantee that our pension fund can continue to cover its
future obligations to retired team members who paid into it for years, we
propose an infusion of $265 million from SIIF into the pension fund. This
significant addition of principal now will earn returns over the coming
decades, enabling positive progress to close our $1 billion unfunded liability
gap.

Most of the $330 million recommended increase in ongoing
general fund expenditures is related to education and health and human
services. $135 million of the increase is driven by the cost-to-continue in
caring for our most vulnerable citizens. $104 million is a direct result of
increased per-pupil payments and an increase in the number of K-12
students we serve.

With this transfer and the adoption of corresponding policies
recommended by the interim Employee Benefits Programs Committee, the
pension can achieve solvency and be fully funded in only 18 years.

And $78 million of the increase in ongoing expenditures is the
general fund portion of the overall $180 million in proposed salary and
benefit increases.

The current insolvency in our pension fund has a negative effect
not only on the state’s financial position, but also on the financial position
of all political subdivisions that participate in the NDPERS retirement plan.
Bond ratings are negatively affected, and the cost of borrowing is increased
at all levels of government.

Our goal was to fund our priorities in a responsible way, replenish
reserves and spend less than our ongoing revenues. Again, we have done
that in this budget, without raising taxes.
BUILDING RESERVES AND SOLVENCY
Fiscal responsibility means more than just balancing the
checkbook. Given our revenues remain largely dependent on commodity
prices we cannot control, we absolutely must replenish reserves.

If we fail to act now, future action will cost far more. The longer
we wait, the more expensive it will get. We are at an ideal moment in time,
with revenue forecasts positive, and spending restrained, to make a historic
investment now in shoring up the pension to save North Dakota taxpayers
hundreds of millions of dollars in the future.

Thanks to the wisdom of prior legislative action to create a
framework for savings, any amount in excess of $65 million in the general
fund ending balance is automatically deposited into the Budget Stabilization
Fund. The new revenue forecast projects the Budget Stabilization Fund will
receive an additional $312 million at the end of this biennium. This budget
transfers $315 million from the Strategic Investment and Improvements
Fund (SIIF), filling the rainy-day fund to the maximum allowed, which is 15
percent of the proposed general fund spending.

North Dakotans deserve both a structurally balanced budget and a
government responsive to their needs, prioritizing innovation and
reinvention.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND REALIGNMENT
Last session the Legislature set the framework for redesigning
social and human services to better serve citizens. Our proposed budget
delivers on the goals of that framework and sustains the permanent
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property tax relief it provides. We propose moving from 47 independent
delivery areas to no more than 19 collaborative areas. We will make this
move while preserving all access points to services.

•
•

We also propose funding county social services at a level of $182
million, an increase of $22 million. This additional funding will focus on
increasing access to child and family services, particularly in behavioral
health. Combined with specific policy recommendations, this funding will
come with greater flexibility to specialize services, thereby increasing
efficiency.

•

The state must incorporate innovative technologies to better serve
our citizens. We must do a better job of safeguarding citizens’ personal
information and deploying new technology to enhance citizen experience
and government performance. In this, we propose two changes to our
information technology approaches.

The Office of Management and Budget proposes a statewide
litigation pool to provide efficiency and coordination and reduce
duplication in funding for unforeseen legal costs.
The Suicide Prevention Program, currently housed in the Health
Department, will transfer to the Department of Human Services,
where it will complement the existing Behavioral Health Division.
To better support tribal social services, we propose $2.9 million of
general funds to expand access to supports for caregivers of
children in the care of tribal social services. This proposal will
ensure families of children on tribal lands have access to the same
supports received by families with children who live in other parts
of the state, creating a consistent policy statewide.

INVESTING IN TEAM MEMBERS
This budget authorizes 15,673 FTEs, which includes higher
education. We will spend $3.2 billion on compensation and benefits. In the
current biennium, the state invested $45 million to cover the full cost of the
increase in health care insurance for all team members. We are proposing a
$180 million investment increase in compensation and benefits for team
members for the upcoming biennium.

First, with IT unification, we recommend aligning 145 FTEs from
17 cabinet agencies into one shared IT service, while maintaining their
physical presence within the agencies, reducing redundancy and
streamlining operations through standardization.

Of the increase, $112 million is proposed for salaries. This
recommended increase in compensation also authorizes performance-based
increases for high-performing team members. Agency and institution salary
budgets are increased by 4 percent for the first year of the biennium and an
additional 2 percent for the second year.

Cyber threats to our state’s financial assets and citizens’ data are
growing daily. Attempted disruptions from hacktivists, organized criminal
activity like ransomware and persistent attacks from foreign nation states
are the new status quo for states, university systems and large
municipalities.

Agencies that can identify long-term salary savings equal to 2
percent will be authorized to provide an additional 2 percent for salary
increases in the second year, bringing the total authorized salary increase to
4 percent each year.

It is nearly impossible and full of risk for the over 400
organizations that touch our statewide network to each separately be
responsible for their own cybersecurity. We will centralize our approach to
cybersecurity to be more coordinated, intelligent and effective in managing
identities and protecting data. This approach will take us from 22 percent of
the executive branch managed under central cyber defense to 78 percent.
Getting there will require an investment of $16.4 million. Even one breach
or financial attack could cost us far more. In today’s world, this is a
necessary and essential investment.

For health insurance, the state is covering a 12.7 percent increase in
health insurance premiums at a cost of $59 million.
We also propose new health insurance options for team members.
Option 1 continues the existing main plan with no changes to deductibles
or coinsurance, which will require an employee contribution of $28 per
month. Option 2 is a new state-paid health insurance plan that, as a non-

Across every department, we explored realigning functions and
improving services. A few more examples:
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grandfathered plan, offers expanded benefits. Option 3 is the existing highdeductible plan with new incentives for participation.

We also recommend investing an additional $2 million into
workforce development initiatives, including $950,000 to refocus the
Operation Intern program to support local businesses throughout the state.

Finally, we propose increasing both state and team member
contributions to the retirement fund by 1 percent, or roughly $9 million.
This match increase will also contribute to the long-term solvency of our
pension plan.

The budget dedicates $750,000 to address the nursing shortage by
providing matching grant funds for rural health facilities seeking to add
rural health care education in their local communities.

Altogether, this represents a $180 million increase in the total
compensation package, investing in Team ND. These investments are
essential for us to attract and retain the talent we need to deliver the
services North Dakotans expect.

Another $250,000 will be allocated for grants to support giving
students early exposure to North Dakota careers.
Finally, we propose $3 million in marketing to address the talent
attraction and retention challenges throughout the state. With around 7,500
high school graduates a year in North Dakota and more than 30,000 open
jobs, we must both retain and attract workers by promoting our high quality
of life.

WORKFORCE AND EDUCATION
Building workforce is the key pillar of the Main Street Initiative.
We have met with 45 communities across the state as part of the Main
Street Initiative, and there is growing awareness that economic development
is no longer just about job creation; it is about building healthy, vibrant
communities that can attract and retain the families to fill their workforce
needs.

Workforce and education go hand in hand as we prepare today’s
students for tomorrow’s economy. Forty-six percent of our general fund
budget goes to K-12 education and higher education, underscoring our
state’s commitment to its students and our collective future.

We revitalized the 32-member Workforce Development Council
and commissioned a statewide survey to identify obstacles to filling the
estimated 30,000 jobs open across North Dakota. Workforce shortages are
the number one gating factor to economic growth in North Dakota. A
number of the Council’s recommendations are included in our budget.

At the K-12 level, our budget increases the per-student payments
by 2 percent each year, to a record $10,036 for the 2020-21 school year.
Our recommendation also begins to transition, over the next five
years, the roughly half of our districts that are not yet on the statewide
funding formula. Some schools continue to receive transition subsidy
payments based on the amounts they received in 2012-2013, creating
substantial disparities between districts.

We propose investing $30 million in a competitive grant for career
academies, requiring a 1-to-1 match from the private sector or political
subdivisions. According to the North Dakota Workforce Survey, over 70
percent of available jobs in North Dakota require an associate degree or
less. Career academies can help move North Dakota youth into the
workforce and lower the cost of college.

School aid spending increases in our budget by $115.5 million and
does so more sustainably, with $103.5 million coming from the general
fund.

With an enrollment of nearly 1,400 students, the Bismarck Career
Academy is a successful example of providing quality education in highwage, high-demand technical careers that align with post-secondary
education. We need more career academies across our state.

It’s time to move closer to on-time funding for our K-12 schools.
We recommend a blended approach, paying districts for the first half of the
year using the prior year’s enrollment and the remainder of the year on their
certified fall enrollment. This timing change retains more support than full
year on-time funding for districts with declining enrollment, while
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providing much needed funds to those districts with growing enrollment
sooner.

In this budget, we also recommend investing $29 million in the top
two priority capital building projects identified by the North Dakota
University System. This strategic investment will drive both renovations of
existing historic facilities and create match opportunities for new
construction.

In support of our strategic initiative to transform education, our
budget appropriates up to $10 million to create the Teacher Incentives for
Leadership in Education (TILE). To ensure the state intentionally invests in
district initiatives aligned with student-centric instruction, a targeted pool of
funds will be designated to support locally driven innovation and teacher
leadership.

Finally, we propose creating a $5 million Online Curriculum
Development Grant program. This money will be provided to the
University System to distribute as a competitive grant program available to
campuses. Now more than ever, North Dakota institutions are competing
for students with institutions across the nation and around the world. To
stay competitive, we need to invest in high-quality online curriculum
development along with traditional approaches.

Leadership incentives should not be confused with merit pay,
which is based off past performance and is often heavily reliant on
standardized test results. TILE dollars must be invested in professional
development or used to provide project-based incentives for current
teachers, providing career track opportunities for teacher leaders. We will
fund the TILE with unspent school aid money appropriated for the current
17-19 biennium, up to $10 million.

HEALTH CARE AND HUMAN SERVICES
Great schools, a strong economy and vibrant communities all rely
on healthy individuals to sustain them.

For North Dakota to remain competitive and reach its fullest
potential, we need robust and innovative institutions of higher education.

North Dakota has challenges in access, quality and costs of health
care. As part of our investment in the health care system, we propose a 1
percent inflationary increase in provider reimbursement in each year of the
biennium.

As we invest in higher education and research, our budget
recommends an increase of over $94 million to support increased staff
compensation, Challenge Fund investment, targeted capital projects, online
course development and competitive research opportunities. With private
sector support, this increased investment will infuse a total of $220 million
into higher education and research in North Dakota.

Our state also has a behavioral health crisis, which carries
significant human costs and tremendous negative economic impacts.
By sharing her lived experience, First Lady Kathryn is helping to
eliminate the shame and stigma of the disease of addiction and she is
inspiring others to celebrate the power and hope of recovery. Please join
me in thanking her for her courage and leadership. [Applause]

The North Dakota Higher Education Challenge Fund was created
in 2013 to ignite a philanthropic spirit to support North Dakota’s public
colleges and universities, primarily with scholarships. And it worked.
Keeping with a 2-to-1 match, investing $40 million of Legacy Fund earnings
into the Challenge Fund will enable a total influx of $120 million into our
higher education system.
We also propose using $20 million in Legacy Fund earnings to
invest in the Research ND grant program, which requires a 1-to-1 private
sector match. The funds may be used to conduct research, commercialize
new technologies, develop new products and improve existing products and
processes.
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The Department of Human Services and Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation have been integral in working to address the
behavioral health needs of North Dakotans. In this budget, we put
significant resources behind evidence-based and cost-effective programs
and propose additional general fund spending of $19.1 million across the
entire continuum of care:
• We’ve targeted $2.6 million to amend our current Medicaid
program to provide community-based supports for those with
behavioral health conditions. This investment will provide supports
for housing, employment, education and peer support – taking a

•

•

•
•

comprehensive approach to addressing the behavioral health needs
in our state.
Behavioral health crisis services also would receive $4.3 million,
helping to eliminate regional gaps in access and improve the quality
of crisis response services statewide. These services improve
outcomes and create savings by avoiding expensive emergency and
psychiatric inpatient care.
We have made significant progress in the current biennium by
moving $7 million upstream to improve access to effective,
community-based behavioral health services through the Free
Through Recovery program. To continue building on that
progress, our budget recommends an additional $4.5 million from
the general fund to expand access to this program, extending it
beyond the criminal justice system to other individuals in our
communities.
We also propose investing an additional $3.1 million to expand
access to the substance use disorder voucher services and supports.
To help move people out of the criminal justice system and into
the workforce, we propose an additional $2.6 million for expanding
treatment and programming in the Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation.

will allow us to eventually repurpose the existing State Hospital as a
minimum-custody correctional facility for men.
In turn, we will relocate women’s prison services from New
England to the Missouri River Correctional Center south of Bismarck.
Together, these changes will allow for consolidation of facilities and more
efficient operations.
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS
North Dakota is doubly blessed with abundant natural resources of
our strong agriculture and energy sectors, enabling our economic growth.
This budget dedicates nearly $200 million for continued research in
agriculture, oil and gas, and lignite, all key drivers of our economy.
We are so fortunate in North Dakota to have the capital resources
to invest in the infrastructure necessary for a prosperous future.
For critical infrastructure, we have included investments totaling
nearly $1.5 billion, including:
• $815 million for roads, $464 million for one “bucket” of essential
water projects under the State Water Commission, and $22 million
for airport infrastructure.

At the same time, we will continue funding for Medicaid
Expansion while streamlining the administration and reducing the fee
schedule to match traditional Medicaid rates. The changes to administration
and reimbursement will free up over $20 million in general funds to reinvest
in access to behavioral health services.

This total also includes $174 million for technology investments,
the critical infrastructure of the 21st century. These 24 IT projects,
supporting 19 agencies, will improve public safety, citizen-government
interactions and voting integrity.

We also need to invest in home and community-based services for
older adults and persons with physical disabilities. Our budget recommends
more than $6 million in additional funding for several initiatives that will
promote care close to home.

Affordable housing availability is a challenge in many parts of our
state, and we recommend investing $20 million in the Housing Incentive
Fund. This will support construction of affordable, multi-family housing,
aiding our ability to develop and retain our workforce and build healthy,
vibrant communities.

As we expand access to community-based services, we’re also
committed to improving the quality of our institutional services. These act
as a safety net for at-risk individuals from across our state.

As announced last week, we’ve recommended $3 million for
infrastructure at Grand Sky, the nation’s only UAS business park.

Now is the time to build a new Behavioral Health State Hospital
and Clinic in Jamestown with $35 million from Legacy Fund earnings. This

Finally, in recognition of our number one trading partner and
neighbor to the north, we propose investing $5 million in the namesake of
our state, the International Peace Garden. These funds are contingent on a
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1-to-1 match from other sources, including philanthropy and/or the
Province of Manitoba or the Canadian government.

And what a better place for a TR Presidential Library, than in
synergy with our state’s only National Park. Theodore Roosevelt National
Park is the only park, out of 60 National Parks, that is named after a person.
And it was Theodore Roosevelt’s deep love of hunting and the outdoors
that shaped our nation’s conservation ethic, our nation’s first wildlife
sanctuaries, and our National Park system.

BUILDING A LEGACY
We are also extremely grateful that the voters of North Dakota and
their representatives in the Legislative Assembly had the wisdom and
foresight to create the Legacy Fund, whose earnings will enable and catalyze
large-dollar projects that have state or nationwide impact and produce
lasting value for our citizens.

Envisioned as a state-of-the-art tourist and educational center that
will serve as a diversified economic driver for western North Dakota, the
library will honor a man whose legendary character, beliefs and drive were
shaped by the land and people of North Dakota, and who went on to shape
our nation and its role in the world.

In addition to the exciting Legacy projects already discussed, we
propose three additional Legacy projects that will generate a tremendous
return on investment for the people of North Dakota.

Complimenting his profile which is literally etched in stone at
Mount Rushmore, the library and museum will educate and inspire students
and visitors to learn more about one of this nation’s most vivid, dynamic
and inspiring leaders, and his relevance to today’s modern world.

First, we have announced our recommendation for $30 million to
build out a statewide infrastructure network for unmanned aircraft systems,
or UAS. This tracking network would serve as an air traffic control system
for UAS flying beyond visual line of sight. This investment will ensure that
North Dakota retains its first-mover advantage as America’s proving
ground for UAS while also supporting commercial operations including
automated farming and precision agriculture.

Separately, funding for the important ongoing digitization process
at the Theodore Roosevelt Center at Dickinson State University is included
in DSU’s budget.

Additionally, we propose $55 million for an infrastructure
revolving loan fund that political subdivisions can use to fund important
improvements and new projects that promote smart and efficient
infrastructure in our communities, plus $25 million in additional investment
in the school construction revolving loan fund. Together, these investments
can be leveraged to drive $535 million in construction.

Built in partnership with the National Park Service and private
sector philanthropy, the Theodore Roosevelt Presidential Library and
Museum will inspire the world to dare greatly, think boldly, live passionately
and care deeply.
What an incredible gift this would be to our nation, and what an
incredible gift to future generations of North Dakotans.

Finally, when we think about legacy, it is hard to imagine any
individual who embodies the North Dakota spirit more than President
Theodore Roosevelt. To honor his life and legacy, we propose investing
$50 million of Legacy Fund earnings in the Theodore Roosevelt
Presidential Library and Museum and leveraging this investment with a 2to-1 private match.

Thank you for giving your full consideration to each of these
Legacy projects. We should strive to set the bar high in this first class of
Legacy projects, and dream of what they can mean to the future of state.
LOOKING AHEAD
Together, we stand at the cusp of a new era.

It is truly an incredible opportunity for North Dakota that such a
presidential library does not already exist. Theodore Roosevelt is the only
president to have been awarded a Medal of Honor for his military service.
He wrote more books – 42 – than any other president. And his 150,000
letters and documents surpass the writings of the prolific Thomas Jefferson.

The budget process in North Dakota state government from the
1930s until about 2006 was a reflection of scarcity. North Dakota was the
only state in the nation to shrink in population over those 75 years, and this
left an indelible mark on our psyche.
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Following 75 years of shrinking, we had a decade of explosive
levels of growth, followed by historic bust and now some growth again.
We have entered a world of abundance. The world is not going to
run out of food or energy. Technology, combined with free markets and
the irrepressible human spirit of ingenuity, continue to solve the world’s
biggest challenges and transform our world.
With leadership everywhere, working as one, being citizen-focused
and bringing a growth mindset to our work, we can truly make a difference
in the lives of those we serve.
And with gratitude, humility, curiosity and courage, North Dakota
can play a significant role in shaping the affairs of this planet.
As the 66th Legislative Assembly takes this strategic budget
proposal forward, please know that OMB, the Governor’s Office and
agency leaders stand ready to work together with you toward our shared
purpose – to Empower People, Improve Lives and Inspire Success – in
every county and every corner of our state.
Dakota.

Thank you, and may God bless you and the Great State of North
-###-
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